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of the Telegraph Department, a gigantic building of red
brick, surmounted by a tower, resembling an IMian cam-
panile, 120 feet high' The details of the building especially
the iron gates will repay the reader for the trouble of
inspection. This building was commenced in 1873.
It is difficult for the present writer to imagine what Dal-
bougie Square can ha\v looked like in the days when his
father was, like himself, a Bengal Chaplain. Crossing
over from Howrah in a #reen boat—there was no bridge in
his time—my father would have seen a Dalhousie Square
without the present Writers' Buildings, Post Ofrtce. Tele-
graph Office, and without tho.se magnificent commercial
buildings which make one wonder why the Strand in
London can afford to remain comparatively so humble.
I cannot but help feeling that the " Park'" of HolwelPs
time is more within the range of my imagination than is
the "Tank Place" through which my parents in their
short time in Bengal, must have passed so often. At Lord
Curzon's instigation the historical square has been placed
under the control of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal,
and a skilled landscape gardiner, Mr. Lane of the Botanic
Gardens, has been entrusted with its beautification.
Before we turn to the right into Old Court House Street,
we notice the Currency Office on our left. The Government
acquired this noble edifice when the Agra and Master-
man's Banks failed. The reader who has an interest in
what may be called commercial architecture should not
fail to inspect the interior as well as the exterior of this
finely proportioned office.
South of the Currency office runs Mango Lane. Mission
Row, which leads into the lane, is the old " Rope walk"— a
century and-a-half ago the evening promenade of jaded
civilians from the then Writers' Buildings. Keeping
on our way southwards down Old Court House Street we
pass British Indian Street, said by Long and probably
said without truth to have been the scene of a fierce
struggle in the day of the famous siege.
We have now reached the Great Eastern Hotel. On
the South side of that enormous building is Waterloo
Street and opposite the Hotel rises the lofty and recently
erected Ezra Mansions, which have covered the site of

